
dS and inflation in String 
theory

Brief overview and new 
approaches*

*Works in progress w/Torroba + Agol; 
w/Mathis, Mousatov, Panagopoulos.
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Λ and String Theory: Potential  
energy V(φi) in 4d has mostly  
positive contributions, along with  
controlled negative sources

ES, +Maloney Strominger '01 Giddings/Kachru/Polchinski  
'01/KKLT'03 (studied in great detail), Large Volume, Riemann  
Surfaces, Flauger et al., Shiu et al, …Explicit example (2+1 bulk 
dimensions): Dong, Horn  ES, Torroba 2010. Cordova/de 
Luca/Tomassiello '18, ...

Fits with interpretation of small Λ as a selection effect.

In effective field theory, we could simply write any  
constant Λ. In string theory, it eventually decays.

+other  
sources to  
fully  
stabilize
(so far…)
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Basic methods -- perturbation theory, numerics, 
mathematical  theorems (e.g. existence of Calabi-Yau metric, 
structure of  complex moduli of Calabi-Yau manifolds and Riemann  
Surfaces, exponential growth of the fundamental group and  
Mostow rigidity of hyperbolic manifolds, Selberg trace  formula...); 
physical understanding grounded by  controlled
calculations. Effective field theory  descending from
string theory, analyzed at the  appropriate level of 
approximation, also addressing  situations where 
dangerous irrelevance enters  (such as inflation)
Sometimes worldsheet string  theory is solvable
classically (e.g. linear dilaton solution  despite large 
string scale gradients); Fischler-Susskind. Integrability
methods, holography, large Nf, large Nc, large D,…

1/Volume  
coupling
...

(generalized) fluxes can stabilize 
dual cycles, e.g. complex moduli, 
in 2-term structure.

3-term structure, need  
large coefficients of  
subleading terms or 
small coeff of leading



Structure of the potential in perturbative string thy:

Reduce to 4d, schematically

1 term alone won't suffice, other limited no gos



11d SUGRA (new) approach: with G. Torroba; I. Agol

No dilaton.  Consider hyperbolic space H7/Γ,  
Casimir energy, and 7-form flux.
cf Kaloper et al, Saltman ES (string theory), Arkani-Hamed Dubovsky et al
(Standard Model), Maldacena et al (SM wormholes)...

Can K, and all radii, be large? Yes  
given e.g. hyperbolic cusps with  
asymmetric cross section. cf  
discussions with I. Agol, M. Freedman

Mostow Rigidity => Hyperbolic metric is extremum  
of deformations of the geometry aside from overall  
curvature radius. Anderson derived an analogue of 
Dehn filling which stops the cusp from shrinking to 
zero size.  To do: finish working out shifts and 
warping effects from  variation of Casimir energy
within H7/Γ.  



Balance Terms =>

If cusp sufficiently asymmetric, then all 
length  scales large:

Obtained by taking covers of more 
symmetric manifold.  (In fact cusp 
shapes known to be dense in their 
moduli space e.g. in dimension 4.)



M. Douglas ’09; Giddings et al:  Model-independent, 
well defined expression for effective 4d 
potential incorporating GR constraints

Warp factor absorbs naïve instability (for any 
manifold) in the direction of the  conformal 
factor of internal metric.  For the hyperbolic 
case, no flat moduli (dim n>2) and other 
directions positive. 



`Wavefunction’ u is supported where the 
contributions to the naïve potential -U are 
positive:  u redshifts away runaway 
instabilities like the conformal factor.    

Effective Schrodinger problem Douglas ‘09 :



Next, incorporate varying Casimir energy on 
hyperbolic cusp, warp factor absorbing it 
according to the constraint

u(y) solution is Bessel function, extra -3(𝑢𝑢
′

𝑢𝑢
)2

term in 𝑈𝑈𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 does not remove 3-term 
structure.  At this point, there is hyperbolic 
symmetry breaking and tadpole for conformal 
mode and Lc/L in cusp.  Easy to incorporate 
these in (back reacted) cusp with Casimir 
stress-energy tensor. Radial Friedmann
equations with 2 scalars, we find explicit 
numerical and some analytic solutions which 
we need to match to the core manifold.  



General tadpole estimate:

Variation in 
Casimir 
stress-energy  

Eliminates l

Applying stabilization mechanism including 
asymmetric cusp yields window with h << 1, 
given    



Returning to status of previous work:   Localized 
sources (not `smeared')

e.g. KKLT antibrane (recent: Kachru, Kim, McAllister, Zimet [10d], Polchinski et al), classical  
perturbative models (...Dong Horn ES Torroba '10: general method and examples; cf  
Giddings/Maharana '06, Douglas '09), in progress: strong-gradient models (Cordova de Luca  
Tomasiello '18, Dodelson Dong ES Torroba '13 unpublished).

KKLT antibrane



Douglas '09

Dong Horn ES Torroba '10



Local Orientifolds, strong gradients
(~ new approach)
Cordova, de Luca, Tomasiello '18 and ‘19;  Dodelson 
Dong ES Torroba unpublished (Strings '13).



Note: Hyperbolic compactification better  
understood starting point than CY, in the sense:
1st positive term has known metric,  
then add 2 more sources. CY: classically  
zero potential (metric unknown), then  
add 3 sources in each such direction.



These different starting points are dynamically  
connected to each other Hellerman-Swanson, Green Lawrence  

McGreevy Morrison ES. e.g. Winding string condensation  
links different topologies Adams Liu McGreevy Saltman ES. T  
duality generalizes in a precise way to compact  
hyperbolic spaces: McGreevy ES Starr :

String theory configuration space has many  
directions (but lots of structure). Leading behavior:

Myers, Chamseddine,  
Polchinski et al



D duality:  Buscher derivation of T duality, as well as D-
brane version, extends to hyperbolic spaces (eg
Riemann surfaces, giving Jacobian torus of dimension 
2 x genus as the dual). Green Lawrence  McGreevy Morrison ES.

For similar reasons, we expect that our derivation will 
generalize to yield a dual description of any space Mn in terms 
of a ˜ b1-dimensional torus, where ˜ b1 is the first Betti number 
of any finite cover of Mn (known as a virtual first betti number 
of Mn). For example, there exist many hyperbolic 3-manifolds 
which are homology spheres, i.e., H1 = {0} so that b1 = 0 [29]. 
Mathematicians have conjectured that these always have finite 
covers with nonzero ˜ b1 (see, for example, [30]); this would 
provide a way to extend D-duality to general 3-manifolds with 
ceff > ccrit. Conversely, it would be interesting to see if our 
physical methods can provide insight into the validity of the 
virtual first betti number conjecture. 

The Thurston conjecture about finite 
covers with nonzero b1 was proved 
recently by I. Agol.

Jacobian=torus made of Wilson lines. 



Status of Power Law Stabilization:
* D>Dc: Maloney ES Strominger '01-'02, Dodelson et al '13,

+Huajia Wang unpublished

Gives the needed large parameter for the 
middle term, RR flux term also large. Compete 
with  (exactly solvable) stringy gradient in a 
term.  Unpublished calculation by Wang 
indicates  alpha' corrections from flux 
suppressed at large D. In general need more 
analysis of large D. Cf Emparan, Minwalla et al

* D=10 many authors (including collaborators Dong, Flauger, Horn, 
McAllister, Saltman, Torroba, …) ... varying  sets of ingredients and results
**explicit 3d model Dong Horn ES Torroba (numerically large radius,
localized sources treated with consistent approximation as above).

**Nil manifold example ES '07 example Incorrect. Guy Gur-Ari '13  
was correct. Introduced methods and sources that were useful later, stimulated
monodromy.



...Power law stabilization status
**Product of Riemann surfaces:
Saltman ES '04. Logical status similar to KKLT, though less extensively  

studied: full mechanism for volume, dilaton, complex moduli, but not  
explicit about 7-brane positions. Here also anti 7-branes but well  
separated so no annihilation instabilities. Cf keeping track of galaxies in 
cosmology…

complex moduli stabilization by fluxes precistly as in Giddings-
Kachru-Polchinski. Volumes, dilaton, complex moduli
stabilized:



Large field inflation e.g. McAllister ES Westphal, Kaloper Lawrence,  

Flauger et al, D'Amico et al, Kim Nilles Peloso, Kachru et al... e.g. axion  
monodromy on Riemann surfaces:

Axion potential can help stabilize other moduli,  
giving strong accelerated expansion (inflation):
cf McAllister ES Westphal Wrase '14, Dodelson Dong ES Torroba '13

Back reaction from light degrees of freedom part of all  

original analyses of monodromy! and large field range:



New inflation mechanism:

Large flavor expansion: resummable effective  
action. Like DBI inflation, speed limit for φ.

This is an offshoot of result on solvable heavy  
(>Gaussian) tails of non-Gaussian distribution from  
multifield QFT:Panagopoulos ES '19, + Mousatov, Mathis, cf Bond 
Braden Frolov, Gorbenko-Senatore,… 

Heavier tail for hyperbolic target space





Back to inflation model.  First, non-gravitational case:

Energy conservation => speed limit even on 
steep potential:

With gravity, we find inflation on steep potential.



Note: As it stands, string theory has a nontrivial 
but model- dependent interaction with early
universe observation.  It’s not all or nothing!

No  model-independent prediction is justified for 
the tensor mode or for the form of dark energy
or for the form of the non-Gaussianity of  the 
distribution of primordial scalar perturbations,. 

Input from string theory structure and models:
• helps  systematize non-Gaussianity analysis 

(signatures that had  not been considered, but 
then incorporated into EFT) 

• provides  interesting targets for r, with 
auxiliary oscillatory signatures.   Specific 
models may be tested (falsified).

• Led to general lessons (e.g. flattening of the 
potential as massive fields adjust -> lower r 
than𝑚𝑚2φ2; interesting post-inflation effects cf
Mustafa’s talk,…)

• Possibly light axions -> Kerr, CMB… signatures 
cf Junwu’s talk

• …(insert your favorite example here)



Somewhat persistent incorrect statements:

*`Supercritical has ghosts, KKLT antibrane
fails to uplift.’    No, must solve the right eom.

* Models with classical + quantum playoff 
problematic? No. The stability of matter depends
on QM.  Near- stability of white dwarfs and neutron 
stars depends on this playoff.

*More SUSY breaking means less control.
No. There are clear tradeoffs mentioned above. Again,  all 
physics that has ever been done has no SUSY and  we can 
work in string theory with same essential tools.

Another trade-off: large field inflation via symmetry  can 
be simpler than accidental small field. The back reaction, 
which is included in the worked examples, leads to 
phenomenologically viable flattened potentials and no 
significant back reaction from light fields.  

*No go theorems essentially exclude classical dS (including 
O-planes and fluxes as classical) No, they apply to 0% of
models.

*Landscape based on arguments like ``why not” or 
``anything goes”. Not at all (papers would be a lot shorter!).



Note WGC, if true, would not much 
constrain  large field inflation.  McAllister et al

Other types of theoretical constraints:
• Bootstrap 
• ANEC, QNEC 
• Chaos bound
• …(insert your favorite)
Proved under stated assumptions (not 
immediately  extrapolated to observable 
phenomenology).



Extra Slides



Microscopic dS/dS: Uplifting
AdS/CFT Dong Horn ES Torroba ‘10

dS vs AdS brane construction:  
independent derivation of the two  
sectors because of metastability.

Also true in dS/CFT
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